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How Corporate Managers Are
Coping With Working From Home

By Cheryl Strauss Einhorn April 26, 2020 9:29 am ET

Early in March, Klint Shaddox,

senior manager of energy

operations at Walmart’s

headquarters in Bentonville, Ark.,

was doing a trial run with his team

for working from home.

Suddenly, in the middle of the

Friday test-run, Shaddox received a

companywide notice announcing

that beginning Monday, everybody

at Walmart’s (ticker: WMT) global

headquarters needed to be

working from home.

“In a small community to suddenly announce you are going to have about

18,000 people working from home, that’s a big strain on services, not only

Walmart and the internet itself,” Shaddox says. “But we were ready, and

everything worked well. There was no disruption.”

His experience illustrates the speed at which the coronavirus crisis has

caused profound changes among large corporations.

The good news, as Shaddox and others say, is that technology is mostly

allowing them to continue to work from home at relatively high levels of

productivity with limited interruptions.

The unexpected good news, they say, is that the physical distance between

colleagues has broken down social distance. After years of growing

workplace sensitivity about appearing too personal in the office, leaders and

midlevel executives are not only communicating more authentically but also,

out of necessity, bringing a fuller picture of themselves to work and

recognizing the true value of real collaboration in the workplace.

COMPANIES

(Left to right) Klint Shaddox, senior manager of energy

operations at Walmart's headquarters in Bentonville, Ark.;

Marc Rothenberg, vice president and senior regulatory

counsel for enterprise regulatory law at Prudential

Financial; and Laura Davis, managing director at

JPMorgan's (JPM) Private Bank wealth management

division-all working at home during the COVID-19

pandemic.

Photographs courtesy of Klint Shaddox|, Marc Rothenberg

and Laura Davis
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Managers understand that “there is a lot of disruption,” says Shaddox, who

has four children ranging in age from 6 to 15 and a wife who teaches second

grade.

At the team level, Shaddox says, “I’m not finding a huge difference between

online and video versus in person.” In fact, he says, “we had a meeting with a

vendor out of state that was supposed to be in our offices and we did it by

video and got the same result out of it as if it had been in person. We could

see each other and share our spreadsheets so we only missed out on the

handshake.”

Companywide, however, “we have way more calls,” he says. Twice a day now

there are management check-ins. “At this point everyone is curious and

wants to know what management is thinking and hearing. It’s been a

positive,” he says. “We previously hadn’t done these kinds of calls but now

they are sharing what is happening not only with the virus but with the

company and our stores.”

For example, leadership has talked about managers “going above and

beyond” outside of their normal job obligations to volunteer in the stores,

which are now closing between 11 p.m. and 6 a.m. for cleaning and

restocking, says Shaddox, who notes that Walmart is playing a critical role as

the largest grocer in the U.S. Data from Statista, a consumer data website,

estimates that Walmart controls over a quarter of the grocery market,

according to an analysis of 2018 spending.

Shaddox’s experience of feeling better connected to both his company’s

purpose and management during the crisis even while working from home is

echoed by Marc Rothenberg, vice president and senior regulatory counsel for

enterprise regulatory law at Prudential Financial (PRU) in Newark, N.J.

“Prudential management learned a lot of their lessons in crisis management

not only from 9/11 but also Hurricane Sandy, and the company was well

positioned to react to continue to serve our customers and the communities

we’re in,” Rothenberg says. He relayed that the company, which had

stockpiled over 153,000 face masks and 75,000 N95 respirators, donated

them in March to bolster critically low medical supplies.

“It shows the level of business planning, company culture and community

commitment in a time of crisis,” he says. He felt proud to “work for a company

that helps in dealing with the stress that people are facing now.”

Rothenberg also shared how the company’s leadership is thinking about

employees. It sends a nightly email that shares updates on the health of
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company employees, business location issues, mobile work efforts, and other

issues. Within those communications are also video messages from the CEO

and other leaders, such as the head of information security, so top executives

have a way to connect with everyone in the organization.

Rothenberg, who carries his iPad from room to room in his home with his two

teenagers and wife, is also adjusting his work style to support his colleagues

across the company.

“Almost every conversation starts with a check in on how everyone is doing

and putting people at ease with children or pets interrupting video and

telephone conferences. No matter our position or title, we are all managing

the same issues at home and with our families.” He adds that “I notice that I’m

losing track of days and the separation between work and home myself so

I’m trying to be more aware that I want them to put family first.”

He is also improving work processes for his team and their sensitive legal

work. Rothenberg has streamlined requests for access to secure portals

enabling team members to print sensitive legal documents at home and

helping team members navigate delicate legal interviews online. “Everyone

has begun to get more comfortable with video interviews,” he says. “The

tricky part is that it is tougher to put documents in front of people and take

notes, especially without multiple monitors.”

To deal with this, he is taking more time to prepare documents to share

electronically to ensure that interviews are seamless while maintaining

privilege and security. “It brings me back to my time as a federal prosecutor

preparing to display exhibits in court.”

Like Rothenberg, Laura Davis, managing director at JPM organ’s (JPM)

Private Bank wealth management division is working from her home in

Connecticut, a house she shares with her husband and one of her young

adult daughters. She also was impressed with her company’s disaster

planning early on, well ahead of the directive for everyone to work from

home.

“JPMorgan had been sharing what the firm was learning from our offices in

Asia, what the experience was in Hong Kong and elsewhere, and that helped

us prepare for what we were going to need to do here in New York with our

teams,” she says. As a result, “the transition was pretty smooth,” although in

trying to get set up at home she found that it wasn’t so easy to order

equipment, noting that retailers are completely sold out of big screen

computer monitors and back-orders may take months to fill.
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MORE FROM NEWS CORP

Davis also reports that day-to-day team and client work, while not in person,

has felt personal. Working with a team of 90 people in Connecticut where

everyone “knows each other well and has mostly been working together for

about five years,” she is experiencing that the at-home physical separation is

allowing for better social and emotional improvements in work patterns and

processes. “We’re getting ideas for how to better share the workload and

provide more flexibility to new parents for when we return to the office. We’re

also making changes to streamline how we process paperwork for clients

and reducing bureaucracy.”

Beyond her team, Davis is also reporting increased opportunities to connect

with senior leadership that are boosting company morale. Although the

workday traditionally began with a morning meeting as a firm, now it also

ends after the close of trading in New York with an update from management

and “a conversation about the virus, the market and the economy.”

In addition, the private bank is increasing virtual engagement opportunities.

“We had a town hall and brought in a mental health expert to talk about

stress, self-care, meditation and exercise.” She also notes that even though

CEO Jamie Dimon had been recovering from emergency heart surgery he got

on the phone to speak to everyone. He has since returned to work, working

from home.

There is always been an assumption that the office provides a way to be a

unit or team, but in fact working from home seems to have brought more

humanity and honesty to many companies and their employee interactions. It

has brought people closer even though they are, ironically, physically

distanced.

As leaders begin to discuss how to gingerly calibrate reopening their offices

they would do well to learn from the ways large and small that they are

successfully supporting their executives.

“It’s OK to have the dog barking and the kid screaming in the background,”

Rothenberg says of the video work sessions. “The company is made up of all

of us and we need to be there to support each other.”

Cheryl Strauss Einhorn is the CEO of Decisive, creator of the AREA Method, a

decision-making system for individuals, companies, and nonprofits to solve

complex problems and author of two books on complex problem solving.
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